
„Sentry‟ Solutions 

Problem/Solution Cost/Benefit „Case‟ study:

√ AG Mill: Foundation impact on Mill damage and

   lowered Production “Throughput” rate. 
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The „Sentry‟ Concept 

Predicts the future “health” of equipment to proactively ensure maximum 

Uptime, Prevent Downtime and Protect your investment. 

Provides 24/7 “At a Glance” equipment condition (of vibration, strain, 

temperature) using intuitive Red/Yellow/Green “Traffic Light” system. 

Creates 3-D “movies” to rapidly identify the TRUE Root Cause of equipment 

“hot spots”.  

Enhances Predictive Maintenance (PdM) and Process optimization. 

H&S takes full ownership for detailed Corrective Actions specific  

to the unique Needs of the Customer.  (Extension of Customer Reliability 

Group) 
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Problem: AG Mill Foundation impact on Mill damage and 
   lowered Production “Throughput” rate. 

Overview of Sentry hardware and Sensor layout 



Analysis of pillow block bearing area showed foundation 

instability was Root Cause of bearing deflections, excessive 

bearing temperatures hence premature failures. 
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Solution Conclusion. A loose Mill Sole Plate was primary Root  cause of damage. 
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Phase displacement measured by the vibration sensors positioned on the Sole plate and the top of an OB 

(outboard bearing) mounted to the Sole plate. The cyclic motion between the two signals was  

180 Degrees out-of-phase i.e. the motion is „pulling‟ the two apart, placing significant stress on the bearing.  

Solution: (1) tightened the bearing bolts and (2) repaired the Sole Plate “soft-foot” mount to the 

foundation. 



Repairs/Modifications to Autogenous (AG) Mill „Sole plate‟ and foundation 

eliminated “soft-foot” which was the true Root Cause of excessive gear wear 

and failures. 
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Ultra-sonic measurements and detection confirmed foundation 

problems/repairs including: stud defect, validation of stud bolt length. 
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Performed 3-D movie 

“snapshot”  

Analysis/Comparison. 

Unstable Mill 

Versus 

(repaired) Stable Mill 
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OB (Outboard Bearing) LS (Low Speed)  Pinion Ch. No.1 =Radial,  Ch. No.2= Axial. Once Mill is 

loaded the LS pinion drive train bearings have peaks at GMF (gear mesh frequency) that are very 

high with high sidebands, indicating the gears and gear teeth contact vibrations are abnormal.  When 

the gear mesh does not have the proper pitch point, erratic tooth profile, excessive tooth deflection, 

eccentricity or high backlash (or any combination), the gears can not transfer the load efficiently. 

These gears are deteriorated and H&S  recommends replacement. 

Solution Conclusions. Example recommendation of a damaged Gear set. 



Conclusion: Mill (after repairs) can „Push‟ the Throughput allowing for 

Optimum Loading.  High Load but Moderate (yet acceptable) Vibration. 
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Investments, Cost/Benefit analysis 
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• $ 500K investment: Condition Assessment (material

and Engineering Services Labor), new/re-mfg.

components and labor.

• ROI: Much higher reliability >> $1 M/year of increased

Uptime  ($1 invested >>2$ of Return)

• ROI:  Higher Production rate „Throughput‟ created

$10K/Day of additional profit (rate now dependent on

low/high power Ore).




